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Abstract: This paper presents the modeling and Simulation of Top-Contact PentaceneThin Film 
Transistors (TCPTFT) based on experimental data using artificial neutral networks (ANN). The 
obtained modeling results show that percentage of the Mean RelativeError (MRE %) for the proposed 
model is less than 1.5%. Based on the proposed ANN model a HSPICEsubcircuit is developed based 
on which simulationsare performed and results are in agreement with the high level model simulations. 
The proposed model can be used in large scale high speed simulation ofthe nanoscaleTCPTFT circuits. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Science of organic electronics has become one of the most important research fields in many scientific and 

industrial centers due to widespread applications such as sensors, Photo-Voltages (Forrest, S.R., 2004; Jung, C., 
et al., 2007), Organic Light Emitting Diodes(OLED) (Rathnayake, H.P., et al., 2007; Vacca, P., et al., 2007), 
fabrication and production of Organic Thin Film Transistor (OTFT) (Klauk, H., 2006; Lee, S.H., et al., 2007), 
solar cells (Payne, M.M., et al., 2005; Sun, Y.M., et al., 2005) and electronic newspapers (Meng, H., et al., 
2005). The reason behind using organic layers such as Pentacene, in OTFT is to manufacture flexible showing 
screens having high clarity and brightness (used in liquid crystal displays, cellular phones…) and moreover to 
reduce manufacturing cost as compared to ordinary Field Effect Transistors (FETs) (Ma, W.L., et al., 2005). 

The increasing trend in applications of organic material in transistors in the scale of nano and 
manufacturing integrated circuits, therefore, requires modeling aspects in order to evaluate their behavior and 
performances. The aim of this research paper is to present an artificial neutral network (ANN) approach based 
on experimental data formodeling TCPTFT. The main parameters for modeling the behavior of these transistors 
are based upon the information and experimental data from manufactured samples at Max Planck Institute in 
Germany (Klauk, H., et al., 2007).  

The structure of the organic thin film transistor is shown in Fig. 1, where its channel length and width are 
10 micrometers and 100 micrometers respectively. Pentacene layer thickness which is an organic semiconductor 
placed between drain and source active layers are 30 nanometers and dielectric gate thickness is 5.7 nanometers. 
Moreover, connection thicknesses for drain and source made of gold are 30 nanometers and thickness of the 
electrode gate made of aluminum is 20 nanometers. 

 

 
Fig. 1: TCPTFTStructure 
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Equation (1) is used for Pentacene layer and defines the dependency of mobility capability due to electric 
field  
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where µ(E) is the field dependent mobility, µ0 is the zero field mobility, E is the electric field, Δ is the zero 

field activation energy, β is the electron Poole-Frenkel (PF) factor, γ the fitting parameter, k is the Boltzman 
constant and T is the temperature.Since in connection with modeling and simulating of this particular transistor 
limited amount of research work has been carried out (Hayati, M., et al., 2008; Hayati, M., et al., 2010) and a 
proper modeling method with good accuracy and stability has not been proposed so far and  in this research 
work, simulation based on ANN using experimental data (Klauk, H., et al., 2007). 
 
Artificial Neural Networks: 

An artificial neural network (ANN) is an interconnected group of natural or artificial neurons that uses a 
mathematical or computational model for information processing based on a connectionist approach to 
computation. In most cases an ANN is an adaptive system that changes its structure based on external or internal 
information that flows through the network. In more practical terms neural networks are nonlinear statistical 
data modeling or decision making tools. They can be used to model complex relationships between inputs and 
outputs or to find patterns in data. 

Multilayer perceptrons (MLP) are feedforward neural networks trained with the standard back propagation 
(BP) algorithm. They are supervised networks so they require a desired response to be trained. They learn how 
to transform input data into a desired response, so they are widely used for pattern classification. With one or 
two hidden layers, they can approximate virtually any input-output map. They have been shown to approximate 
the performance of optimal statistical classifiers in difficult problems. Most neural network applications involve 
MLP’s.A MLP is a feed forward ANN model that maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate output. A 
MLP consists of multiple layers of nodes in adirected graph as shown as Fig.2. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of MLP neural network 

 
This is fully connected from one layer to the next. Except for the input nodes, each node is a neuron (or 

processing element) with a nonlinear activation function. MLP utilizes a supervised learning technique called 
back-propagation for training the network. The multilayer perceptron consists of three or more layers (an input 
and an output layer with one or more hidden layers) of nonlinearly-activating nodes. Each node in one layer 
connects with a certain weight wij to every node in the following layer. Learning occurs in the perceptron by 
changing connection weights after each piece of data is processed, based on the amount of error in the output 
compared to the expected result. This is an example of supervised learning, and is carried out through back-
propagation, a generalization of the least mean squares algorithm in the linear perceptron. The error in output 
node j in the nth data point by ej(n) = dj(n) − yj(n), where d is the target value and y is the value produced by the 
perceptron. We then make corrections to the weights of the nodes based on those corrections which minimize 
the error in the entire output, given by 
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Using gradient descent, we find our change in each weight to be  
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Where yi (n) is the output of the previous neuron and η is the learning rate, which is carefully selected to 
ensure that the weights converge to a response fast enough, without producing oscillations. In programming 
applications, this parameter typically ranges from 0.2 to 0.8.The derivative to be calculated depends on the 
induced local field yi (n), which it varies. It is easy to prove that for an output node this derivative can be 
simplified to 
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Where ' is the derivative of the activation function described above, which itself does not vary. The 

analysis is more difficult for the change in weights to a hidden node, but it can be shown that the relevant 
derivative is 
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This depends on the change in weights of the kth nodes, which represent the output layer. So to change the 
hidden layer weights, we must first change the output layer weights according to the derivative of the activation 
function, and so this algorithm represents a back-propagation of the activation function. The training of a 
network is a process where the set of adjusted parameters (weights and biases) is optimized in order to make the 
best prediction of the target variable on the basis of background variables. MLP networks are trained with the 
standard back-propagation algorithm. Back-propagation algorithm basically consists of two steps: a forward step 
where the signal propagates through the computational units until it gets to the output layer and a backward step 
where all the synaptic weights are adjusted accordingly to an error correction rule.In this method, the adjusted 
parameters are determined iteratively to achieve a minimum mean square error between the network output and 
the target values. 

In this paper, we have presented an ANN model to relate the input parameters i.e., VDS, VGS, LG, W and t to 
the output parameter ID, where VGS is the gate source voltage, VDS is the drain source voltage, LG is the channel 
length, W is the channel Width, t is the oxidation layers thickness and ID is the drain current in TCPTFT. A 
simplified overview of the proposed ANN model is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: A simplified overview of the proposed ANN model for TCPTFT modeling 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In order to obtain the best neural network structure from the accuracy point of view as far as the modeling 

of organic thin layer transistor is concerned, different types of neural networks having MLP structures were 
tested. Experimental data are divided into two groups: 

 
1. Primary group data used for training the network. 
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2. Secondary group data utilized for testing the trained network. 
 
To build the ANN model, the total of 100% experimental data (Klauk, H., et al., 2007) where used, about 

75% data were selected for training the ANN model and the remaining 25% data were used for testing the 
trained network. In this study for obtaining neural network model for the transistor, we examined many different 
structures with one and four hidden layers and 3 to 20 neurons in each layer. We used Matlab 7.8 software for 
training the ANN model. The minimum and maximum data ranges used for developing the ANN model are 
shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Data ranges for developing the ANN model. 

Range   Input   Output 
 Thickness(t) LG (nm) W(µm) VGS(v) VDS(v) ID(µA) 
Min 5.7 10 50 -3.0 -3.0 -5.0
Max 6 50 100 -1.5 0 0

 
For analyzing the capability of the proposed neural model in modeling the organic thin layer transistor, we 

made use of percentage relative error (RE %) and percentage mean relative error (MRE %) defined as: 
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Were ‘X (Exp)’ and   ‘X (Pred)’ stand for experimental and predicted (ANN) values, respectively, and N is 
the number of data. Different ANN structure were tested and optimized in order to obtain the best ANN 
configuration for the modeling of OTFT. Table 2, shows the result obtain for different structure. As it shown in 
Table 2, the MLP model with 5-4-6-1 Architecture (5 inputs, 4 neurons in first hidden layer, 6 neurons in second 
hidden layer and one output) resulted in highest accuracy in comparison with the experimental data. It shows the 
percentage mean relative error for trained and tested data in the best architecture to be 1.08 and 1.47 
respectively. Therefore, we selected this structure for modeling of TCPTFT. 

 
Table 2: Percentage mean relative error (MRE %)comparison between different ANN structures. 

MRE% ANN structure 
TestTrain 
1.961.895-3-3-1 
2.982.515-4-5-13-1 
1.471.085-4-6-1 
3.653.425-20-9-7-1 

 
Figs. 4 and 5 show correlation factors for experimental data compared with the modeling result using neural 

network (for training and testing data). These coefficients for training and testing are 0.99996 and 0.99993 
respectively, therefore, indicating very high accuracy. 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of experimental and predicted (ANN) results for training data 
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Fig. 5: Comparison of experimental and predicted (ANN) results for testing data 

 
The comparison of current-voltage characteristics (ID-VDS) for different VGSbetween experimental data and 

the proposed ANN model for a TCPTFT with LG=10 µm, W=100 µm and  
t=5.7 nm is shown in Fig. 6,which indicating high accuracy of proposed model. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6: Current Voltage characteristics Curve (ID–VDS) for TCPTFT (LG=10 µm, W=100 µm and t =5.7 nm)  
            using Experimental data (solid line) and ANN (dot line). 

 

The comparison Transconductance, gm=
gs

d

V

I




 between Experimental data and the ANN is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7: Transconductance Curve for TCPTFT (L=10 µm, W=100 µm, Vds= -1.5 v) using ANN model and  
            Experimental data 

 
Besideshighaccuracy,the speeds of calculations of the ANN model to obtain the results are extremelyfast. 

The obtained results show that the ANN approach can be used as an efficient tool for simulating of TCPTFTs 
with high speed and good accuracy. So the proposed ANN model can be used for simulation of nanoscale 
circuits. 
 
Implementation into HSPICE: 

We can use the proposed ANN model as a subcircuit in HSPICE software. 
ATCPTFTcanbemodeledasavoltagecontrolledcurrentsourcebetweendrainandsourcewherethecurrentvaluecan

becalculatedwiththeneuralnetworkequationsandanullcurrentsourcebetweendrainandsource where its expression 
is given by the ANN functions (Hayati, M., et al., 2008). The general syntax from in HSPICE software is: 

.SUBCKT SubNameNdrainNGateNSource 
IgateNGateNDrainNSource 
GdrainNDrainNSourcecur =’neural network equations to be obtain the drain current’ 
.ENDS, 
Where‘SubName’(for example TCPTFT) (Hayati, M., et al., 2010) is there feren cename for the 

subcircuitmodel call, Ndrain is the drain-node, Ngate is the gate-nodeandNsource is the source-node respectively, 
‘Igate’ isanull currentsourcebetweengate and source,‘Gdrain’isthevoltage-controlle dcurrentsourceanditscurrent 
(ID) is obtained byusingtheinputparametersset{VGS, VDS, LG, W, t} as shown in Fig. 3. 

In order to validate the proposed ANN model, inverter circuit using TCPTFT with active load that in this 
circuit, driver transistor is having channel length and channel width of 10 and 100 micrometers and active load 
is width of 10 and 50 micrometers respectively, which is excited by a square pulse having 10 KHZ frequency. 
For simulating this circuit with HSPICE software we used the proposed ANN model in this paper. More details 
about the simulator can be found in the appendix. The circuit diagram and input/output signals of TCPTFT 
inverter can be found in Figs. 8. and 9.This simulation result shows a very high accuracy in comparison with the 
manufactured transistor at Max Planck Institute Germany (Klauk, H., et al., 2007). 

It is important to note that the proposed TCPTFT model can be extended to order practical circuits with 
many devices. Therefore, this model can be used as the interface between device modeling and circuit 
simulators like HSPICE, PSPICE and ADS in order to have a simple and accuratenanoscalecircuit’s simulator. 
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Fig. 8: Inverter circuits with active load usingTCPTFT 

 
 
Fig. 9: Response of inverter circuits in 10 khz frequency 
 
Conclusion: 

In this paper, the modeling and simulation of TCPTFT based on artificial ANN is presented. By evaluating 
the simulating results, it is to be concluded that the proposed neural network model is a suitable option as far as 
the modeling of organic thin film transistor is concerned. Due to its high accuracy and lower computational cost 
compared to the previous studies this model can be used in circuit simulators such as HSPICE.   
 
Appendix: 

The ANN model Implementation into HSPICE  
* WIJK is the connecting weight between neuron J and neuron K in hidden layer I 
*xi (i= 1, …,4) is the output from ith neuron of the first hidden layer 
*yj (j= 1, …,6) is the output from j th neuron of the second hidden layer 
*f is the output of the only neuron in the output layer 
*n1, n2 and n3 stand for drain, gate, and source nodes, respectively  
*the gate current (igate) is assumed to be zero 
*define the input parameters (channel length, organic layer thickness) 
*Active load 
.paramLG=10 W=50 
*Hidden layer 1 
param k1=’W111*par(LG) + W121*V(GS) - W131*V(DS) - b11’. 
.param k2=’ -W112* par(LG) - W122*V(GS) + W132*V(DS) +b12’ 
.param k3=’- W113* par(LG) + W123*V(GS)+ W133*V(DS) + b13’ 
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.param k4=’- W114* par(LG) + W124*V(GS)+ W134*V(DS) + b14’ 

.param x1=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(k1))))-1’ 

.param x2=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(k2))))-1’ 

.param x3=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(k3))))-1’ 

.param x4=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(k4))))-1’ 
 
*Hidden layer2 
.param z1=’-W211*par(x1) + W221*par(x2) + W231*par(x3) + W241*par(x4)+b21’ 
.param z2=’W212*par(x1) -W222*par(x2) - W232*par(x3) + W242*par(x4) - b22’ 
.param z3=’W213*par(x1) + W223*par(x2) + W233*par(x3) + W243*par(x4) - b23’ 
.param z4=’W214*par(x1) + W224*par(x2) + W234*par(x3) + W244*par(x4) - b24’ 
.param z5=’W215*par(x1) + W225*par(x2) + W235*par(x3) + W245*par(x4) - b25’ 
.param z6=’W215*par(x1) + W225*par(x2) + W235*par(x3) + W246*par(x4) - b26’ 
.param y1=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z1))))-1’ 
.param y2=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z2))))-1’ 
.param y3=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z3))))-1’ 
.param y4=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z4))))-1’ 
.param y5=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z5))))-1’ 
.param y6=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z6))))-1’ 
*Output layer 
.param f1=’-W311*par(y1) - W321*par(y2) + W331*par(y3) – W341*par(y4) + W351*par(y5) + 

W361*par(y6) - b31’ 
*Main Transistor 
.param LG=10 W=100 
.param k2=’ -W112* par(LG) - W122*V(GS) + W132*V(DS) +b12’ 
.param k3=’- W113* par(LG) + W123*V(GS)+ W133*V(DS) + b13’ 
.param k4=’- W114* par(LG) + W124*V(GS)+ W134*V(DS) + b14’ 
.param x1=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(k1))))-1’ 
.param x2=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(k2))))-1’ 
.param x3=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(k3))))-1’ 
.param x4=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(k4))))-1’ 
*hidden layer2 
.param z1=’-W211*par(x1) + W221*par(x2) + W231*par(x3) + W241*par(x4)+b21’ 
.param z2=’W212*par(x1) -W222*par(x2) - W232*par(x3) + W242*par(x4) - b22’ 
.param z3=’W213*par(x1) + W223*par(x2) + W233*par(x3) + W243*par(x4) - b23’ 
.param z4=’W214*par(x1) + W224*par(x2) + W234*par(x3) + W244*par(x4) - b24’ 
.param z5=’W215*par(x1) + W225*par(x2) + W235*par(x3) + W245*par(x4) - b25’ 
.param z6=’W215*par(x1) + W225*par(x2) + W235*par(x3) + W246*par(x4) - b26’ 
.param y1=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z1))))-1’ 
.param y2=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z2))))-1’ 
.param y3=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z3))))-1’ 
.param y4=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z4))))-1’ 
.param y5=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z5))))-1’ 
.param y6=’(2/(1+exp(-2*par(z6))))-1’ 
*Output layer 
.param f2=’-W311*par(y1) - W321*par(y2) + W331*par(y3) – W341*par(y4) + W351*par(y5) + 

W361*par(y6) - b31’ 
*Define the subcircuit1 
.subcktTCPTFT1 n1 n2 n3 
igate n2 n3 0 
gdrain n1 n3 cur='V(n3)+f1' 
.ends 
*Define the subcircuit2 
.subcktTCPTFT2 n1 n2 n3 
igate n2 n3 0 
gdrain n1 n3 cur='V(n3)+f2' 
.ends 
*Define input/output 
vddvcc 0 2 
xn1 out g 0 TCPTFT1 
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xn2vccvcc out TCPTFT2 
RL out 0 1k 
va g 0 pulse 0 2v 0m 0m0m 0.5m 1m 
.tran .001m 60m 1m 
.probe i(rd) v(out) 
.print v(g) v(out) 
.ends 
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